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Finalist, Helen Bernstein Book Award for Excellence in JournalismIn the tradition of Eric
Schlosser's Fast Food Nation, a groundbreaking global investigation into the industry ravaging
the environment and global health—from the James Beard Award–winning journalistOver the
past few decades, palm oil has seeped into every corner of our lives. Worldwide, palm oil
production has nearly doubled in just the last decade: oil-palm plantations now cover an area
nearly the size of New Zealand, and some form of the commodity lurks in half the products on
U.S. grocery shelves. But the palm oil revolution has been built on stolen land and slave labor;
it’s swept away cultures and so devastated the landscapes of Southeast Asia that iconic animals
now teeter on the brink of extinction. Fires lit to clear the way for plantations spew carbon
emissions to rival those of industrialized nations.James Beard Award–winning journalist Jocelyn
C. Zuckerman spent years traveling the globe, from Liberia to Indonesia, India to Brazil,
reporting on the human and environmental impacts of this poorly understood plant. The result is
Planet Palm, a riveting account blending history, science, politics, and food as seen through the
people whose lives have been upended by this hidden ingredient.This groundbreaking work of
first-rate journalism compels us to examine the connections between the choices we make at
the grocery store and a planet under siege.

About the AuthorJocelyn C. Zuckerman is the former deputy editor of Gourmet, former articles
editor of OnEarth, and the former executive editor of Whole Living. Her stories have appeared in
Audubon, Fast Company, the American Prospect, Vogue, and other publications. She is the
recipient of a James Beard Journalism Award for Feature Writing. She lives in
Brooklyn.ReviewPraise for Planet Palm:“Crisscrossing four continents, Zuckerman presents a
spirited and disarming exposé of the insidious way this one tree species has endangered
cultures, economies, and ecosystems.”—Booklist (starred review)“[A] definitive, damning
account of the history of palm oil production and the ecological destruction it causes.”—Kirkus
Reviews“Vividly describing people and places damaged by the palm oil industry, Zuckerman
establishes a through line connecting 19th-century imperialism to the exploitative practices of
today’s multinational corporations. This deeply reported account sounds the alarm loud and
clear.”—Publishers Weekly“An extraordinary work of investigative journalism that will make the
discerning reader rush to look differently at the items stacked in her kitchen and bathroom.”—
The Hindu“For readers looking for a good primer on palm oil’s field of battle and how it was set,
Planet Palm is an illuminating read, as engrossing as it is informative.”—Ashoka Mukpo,
Mongabay“[Planet Palm] takes readers into the heart of Palm Oil Nation for a fast-paced and
detailed look at the destruction the commodity has sown.”—Civil Eats“Zuckerman’s book is a
timely call to heed [the] reminder . . . to finally set right screw-ups such as the palm oil industry.”—



South China Morning Post“Jocelyn Zuckerman has crossed the globe and looked back in time to
show us how much the appetite for palm oil profit has cost us in human suffering, environmental
degradation, and loss of biodiversity. This extraordinary work of investigative journalism will
make you cry and gnash your teeth. It will fill you with rage. Essential reading for everyone who
wonders if their food choices matter.”— Ruth Reichl, bestselling author of Tender at the Bone
and My Kitchen Year“Most of us are familiar by now with how commodities like cotton, sugar,
and gold have defined the course of empire and exploitation. In this lively and intriguing book,
Jocelyn Zuckerman adds to the list something that, remarkably, 99 percent of the time we don’t
even know we’re consuming. Planet Palm will make you look very differently at the items in your
kitchen and bathroom—and at the persistence of poverty and hunger in parts of the world that
should be enjoying plenty.”—Adam Hochschild,  author of King Leopold’s Ghost and Bury the
Chains“Jocelyn Zuckerman takes us on a troubling, time-traveling adventure that follows the
journey of what will become the indispensable ingredient. Today, palm oil, with its intrinsic links
to colonization and slavery, has become ubiquitous in our consumerist culture. Sadly, its
exploitation, a mere reflection of our global food system, has had terrible consequences.”—
Pierre Thiam, Senegalese chef and co-founder of Yolélé Foods“Man-eating pythons, rogue
elephants, armed gangsters, corrupt politicians, murderous executives, modern-day slave
owners. Zuckerman encounters them all in this, the first exhaustive investigation of the world’s
most environmentally damaging product—something most of us use every day without even
knowing it.”—Barry Estabrook, author of Just Eat and Tomatoland“I’ve always thought of palm oil
as just another best-to-avoid food ingredient for its high level of saturated fat, but I can never
look at it the same way again after reading Planet Palm. I now understand that oil palms
represent the darkest underside of late-stage capitalism. This is an ugly story, compellingly told.
It needs to be read.”—Marion Nestle, professor of nutrition, food studies, and public health,
emerita, New York University, and author most recently of Let’s Ask Marion--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.
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PLANET PALMPLANET PALMHOW PALM OIL ENDED UP IN EVERYTHING—AND
ENDANGERED THE WORLDJOCELYN C. ZUCKERMANFor the keepers of the forestsFor a
colonized people, the most essential value, because it is the most meaningful, is first and
foremost the land: the land, which must provide bread and, naturally, dignity.—Frantz Fanon,
The Wretched of the EarthCONTENTSPrologue: Oil CrisisPart I: Unguent of Empire1. Goldie
Goes In2. The Flavor of Home3. The Napoleon of Soap4. Playboys of the South China SeaPart
II: Something’s Rotten5. Silent Summers6. Caravan Dreams7. The World Is Fat8. Smog Over
SingaporePart III: Fate of a Fruit9. Nutella and Other Smears10. Fight the PowerEpilogue: Post-
Pandemic PalmAcknowledgmentsNotesPermissionsIndexPLANET PALMPROLOGUEOil
CrisisKURT COBAIN was shrieking in my ears. I was rattling over a dirt road in a remote corner
of southeastern Liberia, staring out the window of a Land Cruiser at a landscape rendered
entirely in burnt orange. Just a few weeks earlier, the place had been dense forest, raucous with
the chirps and squawks of birds, the scratching of animals in the underbrush. Clear streams had
trickled over rocks. For generations, the families in this pocket of the West African nation
founded by freed American slaves had collected rattan from the forest for building their houses
and furniture. The men had returned in the evenings bearing honey, crabs, and groundhogs.
Women, their infants tethered to their backs, had bent over plots of yams, melons, and beans in
clearings by their huts.All that remained of such time-honored tableaus now were the thousands
of dead trees laid at intervals along the endless expanse of dirt. In the early-morning fog, they
evoked fallen soldiers on a stillsmoking battlefield. We drove on for miles, past a view comprising
only scarred dirt and dead vegetation, punctuated by the occasional bright-yellow CAT
excavator. The destruction, in both its scope and its finality, was like nothing I’d ever seen. And
so had come the pounding drums and sneering guitars of Nirvana’s “Rape Me,” the grim
earworm that would become the soundtrack to my trip. The more I saw, the louder the internal
rage.I’d driven down to Sinoe County from the Liberian capital, Monrovia, accompanied by an
Italian photographer and a couple of local researchers, to report a story about land grabs, or
large-scale territorial acquisitions by outsiders. The phenomenon, which had come to the world’s
attention in the aftermath of the financial and food crises of 2008, entails investment banks,
pension funds, land-poor countries, and agribusiness seizing vast swathes of fertile ground in
places like Ethiopia and Madagascar—places where traditional land rights are easy to exploit. I’d
chosen to focus on Liberia in part because I’d long admired its president, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf,
but also because of its historical ties to the United States. It wasn’t until I got down on the ground
that I discovered the grabbing had almost entirely to do with palm oil. And despite having spent
twelve years on the staff of Gourmet and written dozens of articles about the environment and
agriculture, I knew next to nothing when it came to this substance.Liberia proved a rude
awakening. The violence on display there extended beyond the destruction of the landscape to
the Liberians themselves. In one village, a scattering of mud-block and thatch houses located
inside an oil-palm concession run by a Singapore-based company, a fifty-year-old father of
seven described how the outsiders had shown up and bulldozed the town in which he’d spent



his entire life. Others talked of how the company had destroyed their crops and gravesites,
polluted their streams, and run them out of their homes. “What I’ve lost is plenty,” a fifty-three-
year-old woman told me through tears. “We can’t plant plantains. We can’t plant rice. We can’t
plant peppers.” The people who had ripped out her crops to replace them with oil palm had given
the woman a one-time payment of a few hundred dollars. “It’s finished a long time ago,” she told
me. A Monrovia-based lawyer advocating for the locals lamented the community members’ loss
of identity. “The guy who was a respected farmer,” he said, “has now become a slave
laborer.”The company responsible for the changes had been in operation in Sinoe for just
thirteen months. It had signed an 865,000-acre lease good for sixty-five years, with an option for
a thirty-three-year extension. In other words, it was just getting started.I ended up not going with
the “Rape Me” thing for the start of my article—I could picture my editors rolling their eyes—but
the sick-making feeling from that trip stayed with me long after I’d filed my piece. The whole
experience had hit weirdly close to home. While I may have been clueless about palm oil, I do
know something about life on the equator in a remote African village. In my twenties, I spent two
years working as a Peace Corps volunteer in western Kenya. I’d taught English and math to high
school students in a tiny outpost hundreds of miles from the nearest khaki-clad tourist. There
was no electricity or running water in the hamlet known as Buhuyi, and back then there were no
cellphones, either. I would wake with the roosters, heat a pan of water over a camp stove for a
splash bath, breakfast on papaya and milky tea, and then hop on my bike for the ride down the
orange-dirt road to school. In the evenings, I’d compose long letters by candlelight or settle in
under the mosquito net with a flashlight and a novel. It was lonely at times, and I came down with
malaria twice, but in many respects those twenty-seven months were the happiest of my life. I
loved the sound of the rain on my corrugated-tin roof, and the smell of the mud drying in the
equatorial sun. I loved the slow rhythm of the days, the lack of pretense in my exchanges with
the locals, the absence of extraneous anything.Recently cleared land for oil-palm development
in Sinoe County, Liberia.Of course, there was also deep poverty in that village, and plenty of
frustration over the dearth of opportunity and the snail-like pace of change. (It’s possible I loved it
so much only because I knew I had a ticket out.) But the people of Buhuyi had neat farms and
close-knit families. They had rich soil, mango and jackfruit trees, maybe a cow or some chickens.
The air was fresh, and the rivers ran clear. We all laughed a lot. In the aftermath of my reporting
trip, I was waking from nightmares about having returned to Buhuyi to find that all my students’
farms had been replanted with oil palm. My village looked like that horrible corner of Liberia.But
don’t get me wrong: I know that nothing about international development is straightforward. I’ve
also lain awake wondering whether I’d done that Liberia story justice. Had my visceral anger
been misplaced? Had mine been the naive take of your typical parachuting-in journalist (one
with health insurance and a gym membership back home in Brooklyn)? Certainly the Liberia that
I’d observed outside of those plantations was no Disney theme park. The road we’d taken from
Monrovia, for instance, had been so riven with ditches, potholes, and impromptu lakes that it had
taken us eight hours to go a mere 150 miles. Sinoe County, though home to more than one



hundred thousand people, had the aura of a place forgotten to time. “This is ‘the city’?” the
photographer had remarked as we finally rolled into its capital. “This is a shantytown.”By the time
I arrived in Liberia, the country was more than a decade out from the brutal civil wars that had
engulfed it from 1989 to 2003, taking some 250,000 lives in the process. (The Ebola outbreak
wouldn’t happen for another year, when it would nearly kill one of those researchers in the Land
Cruiser, but that’s a story for another time.) Even so, the place was in bad shape. What little
success Johnson Sirleaf had achieved with its economy had come in the form of concession
agreements signed with outsiders drawn to the country’s natural wealth (see: land grabs), which,
in addition to farmland, includes rich timber and mineral resources. I know well that the World
Bank ranks agricultural growth high on its list of priorities for countries looking to reduce poverty
—a point echoed by all of the palm oil executives I’d spoken with for my story. Liberia had been
blessed with fertile land but was in desperate need of infrastructure and jobs, they said,
challenges that they were in a position to address. Sure, there might be some growing pains
along the way, but in the end, oil-palm plantations could well prove the country’s salvation.But
could they really? Had they done so anywhere else? And just what was palm oil, anyway, and
how was it possible that the world suddenly needed so much of this stuff? In the months
following that Liberia trip, I became fairly obsessed with figuring all of this out. And I discovered
that the landscape overhaul taking place in Liberia was already well underway in Southeast
Asia, and that the result of this agricultural revolution is literally everywhere. In the space of just a
few decades, palm oil has quietly insinuated itself into every facet of our lives, with roughly half
of all products in U.S. grocery stores now containing some part of the plant. (Though the
commodity in question is palm oil, the plant from which it derives—it’s not technically a tree—is
called the oil palm.) Palm oil alone now counts for one-third of total global vegetable-oil
consumption.When you wake up in the morning and brush your teeth? Palm oil in the toothpaste.
Step into the shower? Palm oil in the soap, the shampoo, and the conditioner. Ditto the
moisturizer, mascara, and lipstick you might apply afterward. Down in the kitchen, there’s palm
oil in the non-dairy creamer, in the doughnuts, in the baby formula, and in the dog food. It’s in the
Nutella you spread on the kids’ toast. (If you bought the bread at the supermarket, it’s likely in
that, too.) Palm oil in the crackers and ice cream at lunch, in the Snickers or Cheez-Its you might
nibble mid-afternoon. At dinner, it’s more of the same—including in the feed consumed by
whatever piece of cow, pig, sheep, or chicken now sits on your plate.If Americans seem to be
OD’ing on the stuff, it’s even more extreme overseas. India, now the world’s number-one
importer of palm oil, went from buying 30,000 metric tons in 1992 to 9.2 million in 2019. China
saw an increase from 800,000 metric tons to 6.4 million over the same period. Worldwide,
production of palm oil has more than doubled in just the last fifteen years; oil-palm plantations
now cover more than 104,000 square miles—an area larger than New Zealand. With producers
running out of land in Indonesia and Malaysia, which together account for some 85 percent of
today’s global palm oil supply, they’re expanding to Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, and the
Solomon Islands, and farther afield to Latin America, as well as, obviously, to Africa. Last year,



global consumption reached nearly 72 million metric tons—that’s roughly twenty pounds of palm
oil for every person on the planet.“You’re soaking in it,” went the old tagline of the palm oil–based
dish detergent Palmolive. Little did the admen behind the campaign, which debuted in 1966,
know how prescient the words of Madge the manicurist would one day prove: in the five decades
since, palm oil imports to the United States have increased from 29,000 metric tons to more than
1.5 million. In the last fifteen years alone, imports to this country have risen a whopping 263
percent, thanks in part to the Food and Drug Administration’s ban on trans fats. Semi-solid at
room temperature, palm oil emerged as the ideal swap-in for the partially hydrogenated oils
formerly used to enhance the texture and extend the shelf life of products like cookies and
crackers. In addition to its widespread presence in processed foods, cosmetics, and personal-
care products, palm oil is used in all sorts of industrial materials and, increasingly, as a
biofuel.How did a crop most Americans have barely heard of—let alone ever seen—come to
permeate our lives so completely? And what about this substance has made it so suddenly
indispensable to industries across the globe? Did the downtrodden villagers and pissed-off
laborers I’d met in Liberia reflect oil-palm communities worldwide, or had I stumbled upon a
particularly unfortunate few? What were the long-term environmental implications of this
unprecedented agricultural boom? How about the impact that all of these new calories were
having on our bodies? Had consumers really demanded this product, or had it somehow been
the other way around?In setting out to answer these questions, I embarked on what would
become a yearslong inquiry, one that took me across four continents and back in time more than
two centuries. This obscure plant, I dis covered, has played an outsize role in shaping the world
as we know it, from spurring the colonization of Nigeria and greasing the gears of the Second
Industrial Revolution to transforming the societies of Southeast Asia and beyond. In the same
way that salt, cotton, and sugar have reshaped our economies and landscapes and reshuffled
our geopolitics and health concerns, so, too, has palm oil done—and continues to do today.
Following the plant’s journey over the decades has served as a sort of master class in everything
from colonialism and commodity fetishism to globalization and the industrialization of our
modern food system. (I also learned a lot about makeup.) Today, palm oil stands center stage in
what The Lancet has termed the Global Syndemic: the combined twenty-first-century crises of
obesity, malnutrition, and climate change.But I’m getting ahead of myself. To tell this story
properly, we need to start at the beginning. Which, oddly enough, takes us right back to Liberia,
or to its general environs, anyway. The oil-palm plant, Elaeis guineensis, is native to West and
Central Africa, flourishing along a curvy band that runs down the western coast of the continent
from Guinea to the Democratic Republic of Congo, where it swells eastward to cover much of
the middle of that country. A perennial plant, it resembles the more familiar coconut palm in that
it features draping, oversized fronds. But instead of coconuts tucked under its leafy canopy,
you’ll find spiky brown bunches cradling hundreds of plum-sized, bright-orange fruits. “They
were like dried and withered heads, the product of a savage massacre,” writes Graham Greene
in a telling passage from his 1960 novel A Burnt-Out Case, part of which takes place on a



Congolese oil-palm plantation.Archaeological findings suggest that the Egyptians were trading
palm oil as early as 3,000 B.C.; in the fifth century B.C., the Greek historian Herodotus reported
the likely use of palm wine in the preparation of mummies. When West and Central Africans
began clearing land for agriculture, they would leave a few oil palms standing, prizing them for
use in everything from cooking and winemaking to house construction and medicines. When the
agriculturalists left those fields to lie fallow after one or two harvests, moving so that the soil and
forest could regenerate, the oil palms would continue to grow, becoming a part of the emergent
secondary forest. Fruits scattered by people and animals would propagate into still more oil
palms, thereby extending the range of the species. It’s for this reason that the oil-palm groves of
the region are referred to as “sub-spontaneous.”Harvesting oil palm in West Africa, circa
1909.The plant’s shiny fruits actually bequeath two oils—one from the tangerine-colored pulp
and another from the central kernel—each of which lends itself to numerous applications. (I’ve
referred only to “palm oil” in the preceding paragraphs in order to keep things simple; from here
on in, I’ll distinguish between palm oil and palmkernel oil.) The plants, which begin bearing fruit
at about three years old and have an economic life of some twenty-five, are uncommonly
productive, yielding considerably more oil per acre than either soy or rapeseed. In its unrefined
form, palm oil is an excellent source of vitamins A and E.In parts of rural Liberia—as in
Cameroon, Nigeria, and across the oil-palm belt—achieving that unrefined form involves pretty
much the same procedure it would have involved centuries ago. It begins with a guy (this part is
still always done by a guy) scaling one of the skinny trunks to reach the ripe bunches at the top.
Using a sling crafted from local vines, one section stretching around his body and the other
lassoed to the tree, he leans back, feet planted on the trunk, and sort of shimmies his way up.
With the trees reaching as high as ninety feet, falls can be fatal. Using a machete, he then hacks
at the desired bunch until it goes hurtling to the ground. (Locals know to keep their distance, as a
flying fifty-pound oil-palm bunch can do some serious damage.) It’s at this point that the women
get involved, “sweating” the fruits under a mat to loosen them from the spiky husks and then
boiling them in metal drums to soften the fruit and slow the development of free fatty acids,
which lead to rancidity. The steamed fruit then gets dumped into a vat to be stomped on, old-
world-winemaker style, or to a mill, whether human-, animal-, or machine-powered, for crushing.
The nuts having been removed (they’ll be cracked later to attain the kernels inside), the resulting
mustard-colored mash then gets transferred to a trough filled with water, where the oil floats to
the surface to be skimmed off. After a final pass over the flames, the oil gets poured through a
basket or other filter to remove any remaining fibers, leaving the brick-hued finished
product.Europeans sailing down the African coast would have encountered such home-
processed oil, as well as kernels, for sale in the ports where they dropped anchor. “This palm oil
is of great use to the inhabitants … in several respects,” wrote a French merchant named John
Barbot in 1732, “for besides its serving to season their meat, fish, etc., and to burn in their lamps
to light them at night, it is an excellent ointment against rheumatick pains, winds and colds in the
limbs, or other like diseases.” It is, he added, “no despicable sauce, especially when new.” (The



African American culinary historian Jessica Harris notes that after standing for a few days, palm
wine, made from the sap of the plant, “has the kick of the proverbial country mule and becomes
western Africa’s form of white lightning.”)In his 1958 classic Things Fall Apart, the Nigerian
novelist Chinua Achebe writes that “proverbs are the palm oil with which words are eaten,” one
of the book’s numerous references to the plant and its myriad derivatives. (“Those whose palm-
kernels were cracked for them by a benevolent spirit,” a village elder advises at one point,
“should not forget to be humble.”) By the 1890s, the era in which Achebe’s novel takes place, a
thriving international trade in palm oil was under way along the continent’s western coast. Its
heart, at the mouth of the Niger River, in today’s southern Nigeria, became known as the Oil
Rivers—a curious foreshadowing of the role that the Delta would play a century later as the
troubled trading ground for a different sort of oil. Europeans originally sourced the oils for lighting
their lamps, but the two substances would eventually find their way into soaps and candles, and
into the lubricants required by the age’s shiny new machinery. Tinplate makers came to prefer
palm oil over tallow for their hot oil baths. Eventually, tins made with the oils would conserve
Europeans’ food, palm kernels would nourish their dairy cows, and, by the end of the nineteenth
century, palm kernel oil would make its way into the faux butter they were spreading on their
toast. But as Achebe’s novel makes painfully clear, the societies long in place at the source of all
that bounty would emerge from the trade far from unscathed. Whereas in 1870 more than 80
percent of Africa south of the Sahara was ruled by indigenous chiefs and kings, by 1910, all that
had changed, with the region a patchwork of colonies, protectorates, and territories overseen by
white newcomers.The first part of this book traces this disturbing past, telling the early palm oil
story through the lens of a handful of, well, quintessential men of empire. One of them, a to-the-
manor-born maverick named George Goldie, would ultimately be credited with having secured
the Nigerian colony for the Crown. William Lever, a quirky shopkeeper’s son, would go on to
found what would become the multinational conglomerate Unilever. He followed in the footsteps
of King Leopold II to establish oil-palm plantations in the Belgian Congo, adopting not a few of
the infamous monarch’s murderous ways.We also follow the fruit across the Atlantic on slave-
bearing vessels destined for the sugar and tobacco plantations then being established by the
Portuguese in Brazil. En route, palm oil was used for feeding the captives, and the kernels
eventually found their way into the New World dirt, thus establishing there the sort of sub-
spontaneous groves common to Africa. Escaped and freed slaves built communities along the
coast amid those groves, adapting the culinary and spiritual traditions of their African forbears as
a form of resistance and a way of preserving their identity. Today, dendê, as the oil is known in
Brazil, features prominently not just in the region’s traditional dishes, but in its religious
ceremonies and in much of its art.Finally, we head in the other direction, to Malaya and the
Dutch East Indies, where we embed with a handful of “cultured” Brits, Frenchmen, Belgians, and
Danes as they ship out, in all their enthusiastic youth, to seek adventure and fortune in the exotic
east. The legacies—indeed, many of the very companies—left behind by such pioneers as
Henri Fauconnier, Adrien Hallet, and Aage Westenholz continue to loom large over the palm oil



industry today.As to those massacres alluded to by Greene: you’ll see that they’re sadly dotted
throughout this first section, for the palm oil business was nothing if not brutal, as the repeated
and bloody confrontations will reveal.“The Indians who labored in the plantations,” the narrator of
Tash Aw’s 2019 novel We, the Survivors explains, “worked for the big corporations, the ones the
government took over from the British. New owners, same rules. Times change but the workers’
lives never improve. They had bad pay, bad housing, no schools, had to work with poisonous
chemicals all day, had no entertainment in the evenings other than to drink their home-made
samsu that made them go blind and mad.”In the second part of Planet Palm, I move on from the
colonial era, doing my best to hand the narrative over to the sorts of invisible plantation workers
and villagers that people Aw’s portrait of his Malaysian homeland. First, we look at the impact of
the industry on the indigenous tribes, smallholder farmers, and native animals of northern
Sumatra, just across the Malacca Strait from Aw’s benighted plantation laborers. Like most of
the places targeted for oil-palm development—Elaeis guineensis thrives at 10 degrees to the
north and south of the equator, a swathe that corresponds with the planet’s tropical rainforests—
Sumatra is a biodiversity hotspot. It is home to all manner of exotic birds, as well as to such
iconic animals as the Sumatran elephant, rhinoceros, and tiger. A soft-spoken local takes me
into the rainforest, where we brave mosquitoes and leeches to experience the world as it existed
when ruled by those majestic creatures, and a guy who poaches critically endangered helmeted
hornbills shows off his gun and his expert birdcalls. We also meet a rowdy British primate
specialist, who opens up about the challenges involved in trying to save the last of the world’s
Sumatran orangutans.Modern-day artisanal oil producers in Liberia.In a little concrete house in
northwestern Honduras, I sit across from a thirty-four-year-old whose right arm stops just below
the elbow and whose body is otherwise a patchwork of burns and skin grafts. While harvesting
oil-palm fruits for the company Grupo Jaremar, Walter Banegas inadvertently tipped his
aluminum harvesting pole onto an electric wire. (Those working on industrial plantations no
longer have to scale the trees.) Jaremar’s operations occupy land formerly owned by the
American company United Fruit (later Chiquita), and the low wages, lack of healthcare, and
general sense of insecurity that characterized the original Banana Republic continue to define
the Central American industry today. Moving on from Honduras, I consider the state of labor
across the palm oil economy, from smuggled migrant workers stripped of their passports (and
their humanity) in Malaysia to child laborers in Indonesia and women exposed to sexual abuse
and dangerous chemicals across three continents.“People are using and selling a lot of palm oil
here,” a journalist in the Indian capital of New Delhi tells me, “but they don’t talk about it.” For
Chapter 7, I travel to the world’s number-one importer of the commodity to investigate what sort
of impact the palm oil revolution is having on public health. Trade liberalization and economic
growth in middle-income countries over the last two decades has led to a surge of oil flowing
across international borders, where it’s enabled the production of ever greater amounts of deep-
fried snacks and ultra-processed foods. Rates of obesity, diabetes, and heart disease are
soaring in the poorer countries where the multinational companies that peddle such junk are



focused on growing their markets.In 2015, an extended episode of haze linked to fires on oil-
palm plantations in Indonesia led to an estimated one hundred thousand premature deaths. (A
few weeks into the crisis, government officials ordered the evacuation of all babies under the
age of six months.) As yet untallied is the long-term health damage caused by those
conflagrations. The fires proved so difficult to extinguish in part because of the unique
composition of the terrain on which so many of them burned. Indonesia is home to Earth’s
largest concentration of tropical peatlands—soils formed over thousands of years through the
accumulation of organic matter—and when farmers and palm oil companies drain and burn that
land as a precursor to planting, massive quantities of carbon dioxide escape into the
atmosphere. Though many companies have signed zero-deforestation commitments and
otherwise pledged to protect the environment, I learn while traveling undercover in Sumatra that
fruit grown illegally on peatlands and other protected areas routinely makes its way to their mills
and, ultimately, to our own kitchens, bathrooms, and fuel tanks. Much of the blame for this
catastrophe can be laid at our own feet: In the mid-2000s, the United States and Europe put in
place energy policies that failed to anticipate the devastating knock-on effects they would have
on the other side of the globe.At the end of 2018, after a U.K. grocery-store chain announced its
intention to remove palm oil from its branded products in an effort to help save the rainforests,
Malaysia’s $16 billion industry responded with a social-media campaign personally attacking the
company’s managing director. When, a few months later, the European Union announced that it
would phase out the use of palm oil in biofuels for similar reasons, Indonesia threatened to pull
out of the Paris Climate Agreement. The last part of Planet Palm looks at these and other
industry tantrums, and traces the political forces and dark money at work behind the scenes of
the $65 billion business—from permits issued from inside jail cells and owners hidden behind
offshore shell companies to long-dead villagers signing away their rights and elders hoodwinked
by sweet-talking executives. In 2019, the World Health Organization compared the tactics used
by the palm oil industry to those employed by the tobacco and alcohol lobbies, no slouches
when it comes to playing dirty. Nor are these games restricted to foreign fields. It recently
emerged that a Malaysian campaign accusing industry critics of being “neo-colonialists” was in
fact the (highly compensated) work of a Washington, DC–based lobbying firm, one whose
previous clients include, in addition to much of the Republican establishment, both Exxon and
the former Burmese military junta.Across the globe, those who’ve dared to speak out against the
industry, whether laborers, peasant farmers, environmental activists, or investigative journalists,
often have been met with violence. While writing this book, I fielded email and WhatsApp
messages from folks in Sierra Leone, Honduras, Cameroon, Guatemala, the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Peru, Colombia, Papua New Guinea, Indonesia, and Malaysia with updates
on various protests, strikes, imprisonments, and murders, all of them related to palm oil. “There’s
an awful lot at stake,” Nigel Sizer, the president of the Rainforest Alliance, which works with
producers in Latin America and elsewhere, told me in his Manhattan office. “Massive
investments in plantations. The infrastructure involved in processing. You get in the way of that,



and you’re going to be dealt with in the most brutal way imaginable.”It’s a testament to human
ingenuity, I suppose, that we’ve managed to transform a tiny fruit into endless configurations so
as to satisfy our ever-changing desires. But in looking at the story of palm oil past and present, I
think we need to consider at just what cost all of this progress has come. In 2019, hundreds of
international experts issued a report finding that global biodiversity is declining faster than at any
other time in human history, with one million species already facing extinction, many within
decades, unless the world takes transformative action. Tropical rainforests, though they cover
less than 10 percent of Earth’s land surface, support more than half of the world’s biodiversity.
Some months ago, fires were again raging across Indonesia, giving off a toxic haze that turned
the Sumatran sky an otherworldly shade of red. (“This is Earth,” tweeted one freaked-out local,
“not Planet Mars.”) By the time they were extinguished, some 2,500 square miles of rainforest
had been torched, and enough carbon had been spewed into the atmosphere to rival the annual
output of Canada.Navigating the way forward won’t be easy. At one point in We, the Survivors,
novelist Aw describes a busy Malaysian port town that’s recently fallen on hard times: “You’d see
the buses and the markets,” he writes, “shopkeepers sweeping the pavements outside their
doors, people sitting down at roadside food stalls—but you’d miss the feeling of anxiety, the
knowledge that the entire town depended on trade from faraway places, goods being bought
and sold by people we would never know…. The Europeans want to save the fucking planet so
they ban the use of palm oil in food; within a month the entire port is on its knees.”Yet save the
planet we must. And we don’t have a remote chance of doing so if one of the key players in its
demise is left to steam-roll ahead, largely out of sight. As I wrap up this project, I’ve been
returning in my mind to that original Liberian reporting trip, and I’ve decided that my anger wasn’t
in fact misplaced. The more I’ve learned about palm oil, the more convinced I’ve become that it’s
a substance that should concern us all. Because as I’ve ventured from Kinshasa office park to
Guatemalan river town, from Delhi street market to Bornean rainforest, bouncing over endless
dirt roads and hailing all manner of sketchy-looking Ubers, with heroic fixers variously translating
my questions into Bahasa Indonesia, Spanish, Kikongo, Portuguese, Liberian Kreyol, and Hindi,
I’ve been repeatedly struck by the massive, massive reach of this industry—not just in stretching
back centuries and impacting the lives of millions of people every day, but in the very real extent
to which it will shape our common future.PART IUNGUENT OF EMPIRE1Goldie Goes InThe
elders consulted their Oracle and it told them that the strange man would break their clan and
spread destruction among them.—Chinua Achebe, Things Fall ApartIN MY mind’s eye, George
Dashwood Taubman Goldie is sipping a glass of absinthe at a sidewalk café on the Boulevard
Haussmann when the news hits, on the evening of September 19, 1870, that Prussian soldiers
have surrounded the French capital. It had been just a few weeks since the rangy twenty-four-
year-old had convinced the family governess to run off with him to Paris, and now this? He
doesn’t yet realize just how bad his timing has been.The fact is that Goldie, though raised in an
aristocratic family, had been a screw-up for most of his life. After a coddled upbringing in a stone
mansion overlooking the sea on the Isle of Man—his dad was descended from Edward I—he’d



trained at the Royal Military Academy but lasted just two years in the army’s Royal Engineers. “I
was like a gun powder magazine,” he would later tell a friend, adding that he’d been “blind drunk”
when sitting for (and passing) his final exam.Then there were the three years spent wandering
the Egyptian Sudan with a young Arab woman he’d met after unexpectedly landing a family
inheritance. He’d eventually left his “Garden of Allah” behind, only to lead “a life of idleness and
dissipation” back in England. The Parisian adventure with the governess, a young woman
named Mathilda Catherine Elliot, had been intended as a sort of fresh start. Instead, the young
lovers would spend the next four months holed up and surviving, like the rest of the city during
the historic siege, on the likes of dog and rat meat. They slunk back to England in February 1871
and were married a few months later. So when Goldie’s eldest brother, John, confided to him in
1875 that he had just bailed out his father-in-law by purchasing the older man’s near-bankrupt
trading firm, Goldie jumped at the idea that he might be the one to save the thing. Holland,
Jacques & Company had been sourcing palm oil from the West African coast since 1869.Trade
between Europe and West Africa was nothing new, of course. In the fifteenth century, the
Portuguese had dropped anchor off the coast of what is now Ghana and begun exchanging
cloth, iron, and copper for gold sourced from the continent’s interior. Other European powers
followed, and by the sixteenth century, the traffic in human beings was well under way. By 1792,
some one hundred thousand enchained Africans were disembarking on the shores of the New
World every year. Roughly half of them arrived on ships that had originally set sail from
Liverpool.Though Parliament outlawed the slave trade in 1807, the institution was foundational
to Britain’s commercial empire. Between 1750 and 1780, for example, some 70 percent of the
government’s total income came from taxes derived from its slave-powered colonies. (No one
ever asks where all those young men looking for wives in Jane Austen novels got their money, a
Ugandan friend noted recently.) The Niger Delta, in particular, spreading some two hundred
seventy miles along the coast from Lagos to the Cameroonian border, had proven a lucrative
hunting ground. Over the course of decades, Liverpool merchants had invested millions of
pounds in ships and labor and built relationships with the African middlemen who coordinated
the ferrying of people from the hinterland. (The internal traffic in humans had existed for
centuries, though under a very different guise.) City-states such as Bonny, New Calabar, and
Brass, situated along the low-lying plains of the Delta, had grown up around their slave
markets.The Niger Delta circa 1870.Its wealth notwithstanding, the Delta was no French Riviera.
“I believe,” wrote the explorer Mary Kingsley in her 1897 memoir Travels in West Africa, “the
great swamp region of the Bight of Biafra [the eastern part of the Delta] is the greatest in the
world, and that in its immensity and gloom it has a grandeur equal to that of the Himalayas.”She
was being kind. The labyrinth of tidal creeks and inlets had a reputation as a ghastly place, all
mangrove swamps and malarial menace. Europeans referred to the “unwholesome miasma” that
emanated from the coast, where the mosquitos were fearsome and the soil too wet to grow
much of anything. For the duration of the slave trade, the Europeans mostly kept to their ships
offshore rather than brave the diseases and other unknowns lurking beyond the coastline. Upon



his appointment as consul to the Bights of Benin and Biafra in 1861, the explorer Richard Burton
had cursed the officials who’d determined his post. “They want me to die,” he wrote to a friend,
“but I intend to live, just to spite the devils.”Still, there were fortunes to be made, and for that the
Europeans kept coming. They were none too pleased, then, when Britain began enforcing its
slave ban with a naval blockade. The commerce in humans continued sporadically for years,
finally dying out only after other countries enacted prohibitions of their own. In the meantime, the
traders began turning their attention to the “legitimate” product that was palm oil. Elaeis
guineensis grew wild in the forest belt behind the mangrove swamps.With the Second Industrial
Revolution transforming life back home in England, vegetable oil was suddenly in hot demand
as a lubricant for the era’s new railroads and machines. Palm oil also proved ideal as a tinning
flux, and it was the basis for most of the candles being made at the time. An exploding
population of workers, many of them traveling to gritty factory-line jobs in the shadow of belching
smokestacks, fueled a new market for soap, which, thanks to the discoveries of a French
chemist named Michel-Eugène Chevreul, had just begun to be mass-manufactured using
vegetable oil. By 1850, Liverpool was producing some thirty thousand tons of palm oil–based
soaps every year. At the same time, Manchester and other European towns were cranking out
greater volumes of goods for exchange with Africa, from textiles woven with American-grown
cotton to alcohol and cheap muskets.By the time Goldie got in the game, the value of palm oil
exports rivaled that of the slave trade at its peak, with the Niger Delta ground zero for the boom.
“I have seen it written by a hand which sets down the truth in all things,” wrote a lieutenant
named John Hawley Glover in 1857, “that supercargoes [merchant-ship officers] then could
make their 6,000 pounds a year in commission and yearly fortunes besides for the far-off owners
of the time, and in a few years set up as merchants in their turn. A hundred pounds laid out in
beads and coloured cloth brought thousands in the value of the oil, and no wonder that they
called them the golden days of prosperity.” Another John, one Sir Tobin of Liverpool, had
funneled the profits he made from the early days of the palm oil trade toward an 1819 mayoral
campaign in that city. He is said to have paid out six shillings for every vote in what was
described by the local newspaper as one of “the most barefaced acts of bribery that ever
disgraced even the electioneering annals of this venal rotten borough.”So potentially lucrative
was the trade that it drew an entirely new class of merchants. Whereas most Europeans
shipping out to the “Dark Continent” in those days tended to frame their missions in terms of
explorer David Livingstone’s “Three Cs,” the men chasing palm oil made no pretenses toward
Christianity or civilization. These guys were in it for the cash. Rude, uneducated types who drank
and caroused with abandon, they resorted to violence to settle the tiniest of disputes and well
earned the nickname that would stick: “palm-oil ruffians.” Edward Nicolls, an officer serving in the
Delta during the 1830s, complained of “the total want of principle amongst the greater part” of
this new gang. “There is no infamy or enormity that some of these Liverpool commanders will
stop at.”George Goldie, detail from 1899 oil painting by H. Von Herkomer.Goldie was cut from a
different cloth entirely, but his piercing blue eyes were similarly trained on the bottom line. And if



Holland Jacques had failed to capitalize on the new commodity, he damn well didn’t intend to.
Say what they might about the guy’s misspent youth, there was no question that he possessed a
stellar mind. (Eight-year-old Goldie had been ejected from a “Calculating Man” performance on
account of his having shouted all the answers to the audience-posed math problems before the
purported genius on stage had figured them out.) Having finally stepped foot in the famous Delta
mud, though, Goldie discovered that the situation was more complicated than he’d
realized.Looking on as scores of canoes shuttled back and forth to the ships anchored offshore,
their African crews chanting as they paddled, he surmised that a relatively efficient system had
been put in place. From 5:30 a.m. until well after three in the afternoon, crewmen heaved the oil-
heavy barrels up on deck, where other workers, drenched in sweat despite the makeshift roofs
of bamboo and palm fronds, pounded and tightened additional wooden casks or boiled and
strained the viscous oil to preserve it for the journey back to Europe. Aside from the additional
labor required up-country to convey the oil to the river’s edge—unlike captives, the unwieldy
barrels couldn’t be force-marched across the land—the riparian highway network that had
facilitated the traffic in people lent itself readily to the trade in oil.The problem was with the folks
in charge. The palm oil business, Goldie learned, operated under a system of barter known as
“trust.” The U.K. traders—most hailed from Liverpool, with a smattering from Bristol, London, and
Glasgow—would offload their muskets, booze, and various useless trinkets to African
middlemen and then hunker down offshore, sometimes for several months, as the latter ferried
the goods inland and restocked their canoes with oil. Like the traders, the middlemen had
pivoted readily from appeasing the European appetite for human labor to quenching its thirst for
oil. “The kings of the countries where the palm tree grows find that the labour of their subjects, in
collecting the fruit and extracting the oil, is far more remunerative to them than the selling of
these subjects into slavery,” a chemist named Leopold Field told a London audience in 1883.
“Being as keenly alive to their own interests as any white men can be, they have become
humane as a matter of business. By encouraging the influx of European goods for their native
productions, they have brought about their own civilization far more rapidly than could have been
effected by the simple spiritual pressure of missionaries unendorsed by self-interest.”Over the
years, the leading Delta middlemen had built up corporation-like entities known as “houses” by
acquiring people, both slave and free, through a complicated political system involving routine
skirmishes with neighbors and rivals. The more “clients” a middleman could claim, the more
expansive his geographical domain and the greater his potential to source oil. While the smaller
houses numbered in the hundreds of clients, “royal” ones might claim oversight of many
thousands. (Middlemen often were chiefs and kings whose power had derived from family
lineage, though in rare instances they had risen from the lower rungs of society.) Competition
among the houses was fierce, with ongoing clashes leading to the buildup of military fleets:
canoes mounted with cannons and large-caliber guns would glide through the creeks alongside
those ferrying oil. At other times, the middlemen might conspire to hold back their oil if they felt
the prices were too low. “They are a people of great interest and intelligence,” noted the



anthropologist Percy Amaury Talbot in a self-owning passage from his 1932 book Tribes of the
Niger Delta, “hard-headed, keen-witted, and born traders. Indeed, one of the principal agents
here, a [European] of world-wide experience, stated that, in his opinion, the [Delta traders] could
compete on equal terms with Jew or Chinaman.”Things had begun to change around the middle
of the century, when the introduction of quinine had made it possible for Europeans to begin
penetrating the malarial interior. At the same time, the arrival of steamships on the continent
meant that traders could, during the rainy season, travel hundreds of miles up the main course
of the Niger River. By the 1860s, newly arrived traders had pushed as far north as the towns of
Aboh and Onitsha, located in the palm oil–producing regions, constructing crude storage and
processing facilities known as “factories” on the riverbanks along the way. When their vessels
tried to steam back downriver laden with fruit and oil, the traders often would come under attack
by locals allied with the coastal middlemen. (Annoyed at losing out on the relationships they’d
built up over decades, the Liverpudlians were happy to provide their native allies with arms and
ammunition.) Swamp-bound as they were, the middlemen could access little more than fish and
relied on trade with the interior for feeding their populations. In response to the ongoing assaults,
including, at one point, the sinking of a Holland Jacques steamship, the British consul—the first
having been appointed to the region in 1849—would send gunboats upriver, burning villages
along the way to remind the natives who was in charge.As tensions rose, the traders
increasingly turned to London for help. The Invisible Empire was all well and good, insofar as a
handful of consuls and gunboats could keep business interests in line at little cost to the
taxpayer back home, but by now the stakes had risen considerably. In an 1871 memo to the
Foreign Office, Charles Livingstone, the brother of David and then serving as consul for the
Bights of Benin and Biafra (having succeeded Burton), noted that no fewer than twenty palm oil
companies were trading in the region, having established sixty factories on seven rivers. “Their
property in the Rivers in English manufactured goods, Hulks, Houses, River Steamers,
Schooners, Lighters is not much short of a million pounds sterling,” he wrote, “and is often
estimated at a higher figure.” Yet the system for exporting the oil—some thirty thousand tons of it
annually—remained far from ideal. “In all the rivers, our agents trade only with the tribes that own
the river-mouth, and are not oil-producers, but merely oil-brokers or middle-men,” he continued.
“Gladly would the nearest oil-producers come and trade direct with the whites, to the advantage
of both, and most willingly would some white and many black traders go up to the markets of the
oil producers, but the black brokers are strict protectionists, and allow no trade with white or
black, except what passes through their own hands, at their own price…. All are protectionists,
and have ever been. Savage Africa is the home of protection and heathen.”An avowed atheist,
Goldie had no quarrel with heathens, but he was bothered by the protectionism, namely
because it wasn’t his own. As soon as he got back to London—there would be no settling in the
unwholesome miasma for this young aristocrat—he got to work on his competitors, and within
two years he’d convinced Holland Jacques’ three main rivals to merge with him. By 1879,
Goldie, who’d quickly made a name for himself in the palm oil world—as much for his bombast, it



must be said, as for his brilliance—had announced the formation of the United African Company,
or UAC.With the help of some fifteen hundred new recruits, he began sending steamboats up to
the palm groves to exchange firearms, gin, and rum for oil directly with the region’s chiefs and
kings—middlemen be damned. The UAC built dozens of factories along both the Niger and
Benue Rivers (the latter flowing into the former from the east) and was soon competing with the
native houses for economic and political control. The king of Brass, located at the central mouth
of the Niger and once among the primary figures of the palm oil trade, found his business so
under siege that he appealed directly to the British Foreign Office:Many years ago we used to
make our living by selling slaves to Europeans, which was stopped by your government, and a
treaty made between you and our country that we should discontinue doing so; and that we
should enter into legitimate trade … this we did and our trade gradually increased until we
shipped an average of about 4,500 or 5,000 tons of palm oil per annum. To do this we had to
open up places on the Niger, trading stations, or markets as we call them, up as far as a place
called Onitsha…. Some years ago the white men began trading in the Niger … they did us no
harm as long as they went up a long way further than we could go in their steamers…. But lately,
within the last six years, they have been putting up trading stations at our places … (now) we do
not send 1,500 per annum…. It is very hard on us, in all the other rivers … the markets are
secured to them, and why should a difference be made for this my river. We have no land where
we can grow plantains or yams. If we cannot trade we must starve.Goldie was unmoved. Both he
and the consul at the time, a young striver named Edward Hyde Hewett (“a convivial fellow,”
writes Thomas Pakenham in his 1991 book The Scramble for Africa, “except when he was
prostrate with fever, as he was much of the time”), made the case that the only way for Britain to
safeguard her growing interests in the region would be through a formal political arrangement.
But the officials back in London were having none of it. “The coast is pestilential,” huffed the
colonial secretary, Lord Kimberley, in an 1882 letter to Prime Minister W.E. Gladstone, “the
natives numerous and unmanageable. The result of a British occupation would be almost
certainly wars with the natives [and] heavy demands upon the British taxpayer.”Events across
the African continent were moving fast, though, not just on the Niger but farther west along the
coast and up in Egypt, where the French and other European powers were aggressively
jockeying for position. Goldie bode his time, purchasing the assets of the UAC later that year and
forming a new outfit, the National African Company (NAC), for which he handpicked each
director based on his political connections. By January of 1883, they were knocking on the door
of the Foreign Office themselves. The NAC “had no wish for ‘exclusive advantages’” to
monopolize the trade of the Niger, Goldie assured the assembled suits, but with the French and
Germans encroaching on the region’s lucrative trade—the Scramble being now fully on—
somebody needed to do something to hold them back. If the British were to establish an official
relationship with the natives, he argued, whether in the form of a colony or a protectorate, Goldie
would be in a position, under a free-trade arrangement, to pull off a legal monopoly. Were the
French to gain control, on the other hand, the notorious protectionists would undoubtedly



introduce tariffs and block the British from the markets.What Goldie really wanted was a royal
charter, so as to control the entire region himself. “My dream as a child,” he would later confess,
“was to colour the map red.”No matter that the map was already deeply shaded, a kaleidoscope
of hues representing innumerable tribes and kingdoms with long-established hierarchies and
social mores of their own. While Goldie had been cocooned in his desert idyll, for instance, a
young prodigy named Jaja had vaulted himself to the very top of the Delta’s palm oil
establishment. Tall and charismatic, Jaja had been sold into slavery as a child but had spent his
teenage years quietly observing and noting down every aspect of the industry. By 1863, he’d
been named head of a prominent Bonny trading house. In a dispatch from the following August,
then-Consul Burton had warned his countrymen about “one Jaja, son of an unknown bushman,
a common Negro. He is young, healthy, and powerful, not less ambitious, energetic, and
decided. He is the most influential man and the greatest trader in the River, and 50,000 pounds,
it is said, may annually pass through his hands. He lives much with Europeans, and he rides
rough shod over young hands coming into Bonny. In a short time he will either be shot or he will
beat down all his rivals.”In 1866, a great fire swept through Bonny, taking all of Jaja’s weapons
with it and offering an opening to the young leader’s competitors, who quickly hit the rivers in
their war canoes. “Gentlemen,” came a message from Jaja a few days later, “I beg to inform [the]
Court that I cannot fight any more, because I have no house and no carriage and have [no] guns
to fight as all were burnt.”Just eight weeks after that, though, now-Consul Livingstone returned to
Bonny to find the chiefs unsure as to whether they’d beaten the guy or not. Jaja had moved
himself further east, to a place called Andoni, and was now controlling the creeks that led to
some of the best palm oil markets in the region. A year later, he broke away entirely and
established his own kingdom, calling it Opobo. He proceeded to occupy strategic points along
the rivers and to bar entry to Europeans and African middlemen alike. By 1870, Jaja was selling
eight thousand tons of palm oil directly to the British and had become known as “the greatest
African living in the east of modern Nigeria.”King Jaja, once the greatest palm oil trader in the
Niger Delta.“Jaja’s blockade entirely cuts off the trade of seven English firms which can never go
to Opobo,” Livingstone fulminated that same year, by which time the Liverpool trade had fallen
off by fully half. The new king had rendered bankrupt most of the English firms operating in
Bonny and at one point had sent fifty armed canoes to confront a group trying to trade directly
with Europeans, murdering several hundred of them in the process. (His rivalry with the
European traders notably did not preclude Jaja’s sending his children off for a posh Glasgow
education or enlisting whites to staff the secular school that he’d built at home. He also made it
abundantly clear that no missionary was welcome anywhere near Opobo.)As the Foreign Office
back in London bickered with the Colonial Office over what to do about the Delta—and who
should pay for it—tensions on the ground continued to rise. In 1882, the Brassmen, whose
situation had only grown more desperate since the king’s written appeal, shot at the NAC’s boats
and attacked several of its factories. Soon after, an upriver tribe looted an NAC factory after
killing its manager and four of his staff. Consul Hewett had sent up his gunboats for the usual



shelling and village-burning, and was making an increasingly impassioned case for the
necessity of a formal political arrangement in the Oil Rivers.London finally acquiesced, agreeing
to the establishment of a “paper protectorate” and closing down a handful of other consulates,
including one in Honolulu, in order to pay for the vice-consuls that the administration of the new
territory would require. In 1884, Hewett set out in one of his gunboats from Benin, in the far west
of the Delta, and stopped in nearly every city-state from Warri to Andoni, plying their chiefs and
kings with rum and coercing them into signing agreements that ceded their political rights to
Britain. Though Jaja agreed to put his name to a “protection” treaty with the Crown, he did so
only with the provision that it not include an article ensuring Britain “free trade,” well aware that
doing so would open his hinterland markets to the outsiders.Later that year, with conflict raging
across the African continent, German chancellor Otto von Bismarck convened a conference of
European diplomats in Berlin. Its aim was to hash out the endless territorial claims and counter-
claims in hopes of averting all-out war. Goldie, having by then bought out even his French rivals,
went along with the British delegation to advise behind the scenes, furnishing them with
Hewett’s signed treaties as evidence of British dominance in the Delta. The General Act of the
West Africa Conference of 1884–85 divvied up the continent like a birthday cake (for “furthering
the moral and material wellbeing of the native populations … and bringing home to them the
blessings of civilization”), with the prize that was the palm oil–endowed Delta, now officially the
Oil Rivers Protectorate, awarded to Great Britain.In July of 1886, as reward for having all but
single-handedly secured a vast swathe of the continent for the Crown, Goldie was finally given
the charter he’d so long desired. It empowered the company “to administer, make treaties, levy
customs and trade in all territories in the basin of the Niger and its effluents.” The board of
directors in London became the “Council” of the newly named Royal Niger Company, or RNC,
with Goldie taking on titles as deputy governor and political administrator. Company agents
fanned out across the rivers, signing hundreds more treaties, while Goldie put in place laws
requiring that any “vessel, boat, canoe, or other craft” coming from outside the Niger Territories
enter and clear at the coastal city-state of Akassa, site of the RNC’s main compound, to be
certified by customs authorities. He mandated that traders pay duties on tobacco, salt, guns,
powder, gin, and rum—basically anything they were likely to be bringing in—and, on their way
back out, to pony up for taxes on palm oil and kernels.Next, Goldie invested in a fleet of custom-
designed gunboats capable of navigating the Niger year-round (for “pacifying” the “robber chiefs
… who were ever-ready to plunder our factories”) and established the Royal Niger Constabulary,
a lavishly equipped army and navy consisting of British officers and some 150 Nigerians that,
over the next fourteen years, would engage in more than one hundred military expeditions. His
agents continued to pile up treaties ceding to the RNC “the whole of the territories of the
signatories” and conferring the right to exclude anyone attempting to do business in “company”
territory. (So much for the protectionist French.) Natives throughout the Oil Rivers and up the
Niger now were obliged to trade only at RNC posts, and if they attempted to sell to others or to
conspire against the company in any way, the steamers would chug up the murky water and fire



into villages, setting huts ablaze and sending women and children fleeing into the forest as the
men tried to hold their ground with arrows, spears, and antiquated muskets.Jaja, meanwhile,
had been amassing ever more power in the east. By 1887, the new consul, Harry Johnston, was
informing the young king that his direct shipments of duty-free oil to Britain constituted unfair
competition and ordering him to stop levying duties on English traders. When Jaja refused to
comply, Johnston set out for Opobo and invited the upstart onboard his gunboat for a meeting.
Jaja refused. “I hereby assure you that whether you accept or reject my proposals tomorrow no
restraint whatever will be put on you,” Johnston insisted in a note. Finally convinced, the Nigerian
climbed onboard and was promptly informed that he could either face trial for obstructing trade
or expect a British bombardment. He was hustled off for a trial at Accra, in nearby Ghana, found
guilty, and immediately sent into exile in the West Indies. On August 9, 1891, his obituary
appeared in the New York Times, under the headline “King Ja Ja of Opobo Dead: England’s
affair with him and the end of it.” Visitors to Opobo today will find a statue of the young king, still
considered among the greatest Nigerians of the last century, standing in the center of town, not
far from the three-story house that the trailblazing monarch had imported from Liverpool.By
1892, RNC stations dotted the lower Niger, with the company controlling its every creek and
tributary. Goldie had, in defiance of his charter, locked out all competition, whether European or
African. Even the Liverpudlians, once staunch allies of the middlemen, were by then
collaborating with their crafty compatriot. The once-prosperous Brass had been reduced to
sneaking through the creeks at night to smuggle oil, only to be fired upon by Goldie’s men, who
also seized whatever yams and cassava the tribesmen were shuttling from upcountry in hopes
of keeping their people alive. The end of 1894 saw the Brass starving and a smallpox epidemic
tearing through their villages. RNC employees, meanwhile, had taken to behaving like unruly frat
boys, offending local customs at every turn. The rape of a local Brass woman by a company
clerk would prove the very last straw.On the night of January 28, 1895, a king named Koko,
who’d recently replaced the late, letter-writing head of the Brass, led his desperate countrymen
on an outing to finally seek justice. Throwing off his Western trousers and buttoned shirt for his
traditional “war dress,” as Achebe would have called it, he covered his body with chalk and
draped a string of monkey skulls around his waist. He and one thousand tribesmen then
sprinkled themselves with holy water and set out from Nembe, the capital of the city-state, in a
fleet of canoes. Paddling into Akassa under a shimmering moon, they proceeded to loot and
wreck every one of the RNC’s workshops, customs houses, wharves, engineering shops, and
offices. They also snuck into the huts of the sleeping African staff and slaughtered seventy-five
of them—most of the Europeans having escaped on a launch—then loaded prisoners and loot
into their canoes and headed back to Nembe. There, on the orders of Koko, the Brassmen
proceeded to murder their captives before cooking and eating their body parts in a ritual
sacrifice intended to quell the rampant smallpox.
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Richard Ellsasser, “Important read. Educational and gripping content. If you’re at all curious
about the hidden truths about palm oil, or if you’re simply looking for a good primer on the global
effects of palm oil then you’ll appreciate reading this book. Planet Palm is an excellent and eye
opening read, shedding light on how this red oil has stained so much of the world’s map.
Informative from start to finish.”

william Sertl, “If you care about the Earth. An eye-popping account of private greed and
governments working together to destroy the globe. Palm oil is as bad as big oil. It’s processed
with slave-like labor and cruelty, going back to the Colonial era in Africa and Asia. As a product,
it’s in too much of our food. A must-read exposé.”

Tardigrade, “Important book. How is it possible that in 21. century there is a commodity that is so
harmful and yet so ubiquitous? Palm oil is destructive to the natural environment (mostly peat
swamps and rain forests and their biodiversity), to the people who produce it (often as virtual
slaves, breathing and touching poisonous chemicals) and live nearby (losing their homes and
livelihoods), and finally to the consumers (who often unknowingly ingest it in copious amounts,
detrimental to their health). Who benefits? A handful of unscrupulous businessmen and corrupt
officials.It is a pretty well written and interesting, but above all - important book. It investigates all
of this and more, providing detailed and colorful picture of the oil palm business from colonial
history to the present day, and revealing many ugly truths that we, global consumers, don't like to
think about.Regarding the critics, I agree that the problem with “eco-colonialism” is real - I think
that the expectations of the West, where all old forests were cleared long ago and many native
species were led to extinction, towards the developing countries are often hypocritical and
unfair, as the author acknowledged in the epilogue. Nonetheless, it is true that something has to
be done for the sake of both local communities and the global environment. I am not sure
activism is a proper solution but it surely helps to build awareness.Thanks to the publisher, The
New Press, and NetGalley for the advance copy of this book.”

ChefEmily, “A worthy read about a serious subject. "Planet Palm" by Jocelyn C. Zuckerman is an
absolute must read for anyone who is or has begun to question where their food and/or
cosmetics come from. Zuckerman's research is meticulously detailed throughout the book, and
she is able to portray the people and places effected by the Palm Oil industry with stunning
authenticity. Using her own in personal experiences on the ground along with the native people
in affected areas, Zuckerman's reporting about the perilous conditions and alarming devastation
Palm Oil plantations have wrought on the local and global population is eye opening.
Zuckerman wove historical fact with recent data in such an effortless way, making the weight of
the Palm Oil situation simple to comprehend.”



The book by Jocelyn C. Zuckerman has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 26 people have provided
feedback.
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